
Avaya Conference Phones 

Enterprises that put a high value on 
collaboration will want to take advantage 
of the choices available in the Avaya suite 
of conference phones. 

With crystal clear voice quality, patented 
noise suppression and a sophisticated 
design that looks great anywhere,  
Avaya conference phones are the perfect 
choice for today’s collaborative, virtual 
work environments.

Avaya B179 Series  
Conference Phone
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Avaya offers conference phones for 

executive offices, boardrooms, 

conference areas, and training 

facilities:  

 ° 	Avaya	1692	and	2033	IP	
Conference	Phones:  IP-based 
models delivering access to a full 
set of Avaya call server features.

 °  Avaya	B100	Series	Conference	

Phones:  Superior sound quality; 

SIP and analog-based models with 

advanced features.

Superb sound quality

Superior sound quality is a hallmark 

of all Avaya conference phones:

The	Avaya	1692	and	2033	IP	

Conference	Phones are full duplex, 

with noise suppression and 

automatic gain-control that 

intelligently adjusts microphone 

sensitivity. 

Avaya	B100	Series	Conference	

Phones feature Avaya OmniSound® 

2.0, a patented audio technology 

designed to deliver crystal-clear 

voice transmission. Extra noise 

suppression minimizes background 

noises and wideband voice 

transmission produces a 7 kHz sound 

signal for VoIP calls. 

The smart, green and 
economical alternative  
to travel

When you need to connect quickly, there’s no substitute 
for a conference call. To launch a project, reach a 
consensus or nail down a decision, conference calls are a 
proven, effective way of moving business forward. They 
are a must-have for companies with multiple sites and for 
situations where employees need to engage in fast, 
simple, spontaneous collaboration.

Smarter, faster and greener than traveling to face-to-face 
meetings, they help lower your carbon footprint, make 
better use of everyone’s schedule, and are proven 
money-savers, in many cases paying for themselves in 
the first meeting alone. 

Avaya 1692 IP  
Conference Phone
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Making conference calls 
easier and more 
effective

Avaya  conference phones are 

designed to simplify communication 

and collaboration between people 

no matter where they are located:

Reaching	a	large	audience:	Ready 

out of the box for standard-size 

rooms (up to 300 sq. ft.), Avaya 

conference phones can be equipped 

with a pair of microphones that more 

than doubles the voice pickup range 

to more than 700 sq. ft. and over a 

dozen participants.  To reach an even 

wider audience, connect Avaya B100 

Series Conference Phones to a public 

address system.

Easy	meeting	set-up: Avaya 

conference phones are designed for 

quick and easy call setup. Soft-keys 

on the Avaya 2033 and 1692 IP 

Conference Phones are automatically 

labeled from the system for easy 

navigation of call server features. Use 

the conference guide on the Avaya 

B100 Series Conference Phones to 

call pre-programmed groups. Create 

your own phone book with the user 

profile feature (up to 1000 contacts 

per profile). Import and export 

contact details via the Web interface.  

Connectivity:	With Avaya 

conference phones, participants can 

connect computers (for VoIP calls), 

mobile phones, in-building wireless 

phones and regular deskphones 

directly to the conference phone. 

Switch between and combine 

connectivity technologies. Make 

VoIP calls using the 7 kHz wideband 

voice transmission. 

Hear	the	presenter: Conference calls 

that involve a whiteboard 

presentation always place an extra 

burden on the presenter and remote 

listeners. Avaya B100 Series 

Conference Phones address this 

issue by providing a wireless headset 

connection so the presenter can be 

heard by everyone. This is a great 

feature for lecture situations.

Record	meetings: When it’s 

important to record and store 

meetings—for example for later 

review, to provide to colleagues,  

or to get transcriptions—take 

advantage of in-phone SD cards on 

the Avaya B100 Series Conference 

Phones.  Capture entire meetings as 

audio files and/or use the conference 

phones as dictation devices. 

Choose the right 
conference phone

Avaya	B179:	SIP-based		
Call	Handling		
Usage:	Board	rooms,	large	
conference	rooms
A feature-rich, SIP-based phone 
that supports VoIP-based calls 
and integrates with Avaya Aura® 
Communication Manager. Web-
based import/export of contact 
details. 

Avaya	B159:	Easy	Connectivity		
Usage:	Board	rooms,	large	
conference	rooms 
Enhanced connectivity for mobile, 
cordless, digital and IP phones.  
Built-in bridging supports multiple 
forms of connectivity 
simultaneously.

Avaya	B149:	Simplicity		
and	Quality		
Usage:	Private	offices,	small	to	
mid-sized	conference	rooms	
Combines superior sound quality 
and simple set-up via the 
conference guide and phone 
book.

Avaya	1692:	IP-enabled		
Usage:	Private	offices,	small	to	
large	conference	rooms
The right choice for rooms up to 
400 sq. ft. Optional microphone 
extends sound coverage. Soft 
keys for easy navigation, including 
access to a full set of Avaya 
Aura® features.

Avaya	2033:	IP-enabled		
Usage:	Private	offices	and	small	
to	large	conference	rooms	
Full-duplex, hands-free, and 360º 
coverage. Easy access to Avaya 
Business Communications 
Manager, Avaya Communication 
Server 1000 and Avaya 
Communication Server  
2100 features.

Avaya 1692 IP  
Conference Phone
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About Avaya

Avaya is a global provider of business 
collaboration and communications 
solutions, providing unified 
communications, contact centers, 

data solutions and related services to 
companies of all sizes around the 
world. For more information please 
visit www.avaya.com.
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Compare Avaya Conference Phones

B149 B159 B179 1692 2033

Participants <10 >10 >10 >10 >10

Size of Room  

(sq. meters/feet)
30/320 30/320 30/320 37/400 55/600 

Protocol Analog Analog SIP H.323 H.323

Sound technology
OmniSound® 

2.0

OmniSound® 

2.0

OmniSound® 

2.0

Acoustic Clarity 

Technology

Acoustic Clarity 

Technology

Display (pixels) 128 x 64 128 x 64 128 x 64 255 x 128 246 x 68

Keypad Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

USB Connection NA Yes NA NA Yes

Conference Guide Yes Yes Yes NA NA

Audio Connectivity for 

mobile, cordless, DECT
NA Yes NA NA NA

Call Recording Yes Yes Yes NA NA
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